
Our company is looking for a senior staff engineer. We appreciate you taking the
time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t
fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for senior staff engineer

Coordinate with PXDrill field engineers to optimize WOB/RPM step tests in
addition to documenting tool face control and BHA build tendencies
Optimize and document connection best practices to ensure pertinent torque
and drag data is implemented in future well profile designs
Participate in and recommend areas for improvement of internally generated
programs and procedures, as wells as contractor and service companies
Analyze effects of various drilling fluids and rheological properties on
equivalent circulating densities and hole cleaning
Enhance drilling hydraulics with emphasis on liner optimization, pump
pressure and flow range limitations
Analyze BHA and drill string dysfunction to advance drilling best practices
and BHA design as a function of geology and planned wellbore trajectory
Review and monitor various BHA performance metrics and identify areas for
continuous improvement and optimization using an engineering and data
analytics approach
Support success of rotary steerable systems and serve critical role in
development of RTOC for real time drilling optimization and monitoring
Understand dynamics between point and push the bit rotary steerable
systems and provide recommendation based on dysfunction and vibration
analytics
Provide engineering support and root cause analysis for bottom hole failures
with goal of increased MTBF and reliability
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Hands-on experience in Big Data Components/Frameworks, such as Hadoop,
Spark, HBase, HDFS, Hive, NoSQL databases
Experience in other distributed system components, such as Solr,
Elasticsearch, Logstash, Kibana, Kafka, REST API, is a plus
Subsystem development experience
Self-starter with proven record of sound decision for design and development
activities
A Bachelor’s degree in Electrical Engineering or other comparable technical
discipline or equivalent combination of education and experience
Minimum of 8 years of RF engineering design experience


